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Sodexo hears student requests: new food and a remodeled Cafe Louis in its way
BY WILLIAM LANE
STAFF WRITER

It is popular amongst the student body to complain about
Sodexo, but longstanding opinions may have to be reevaluated shortly. After overcoming
numerous administrative and
technical roadblocks, the much
anticipated overhaul of Sodexo's
facilities is nearing completion.
The renovation, which cost
around $500,000, brings drastic
changes to both th~ appearance
and operation of the school's two
dining facilities. In Oliver Hall,
the alterations that have already
been implemented include major
changes to the ambience and
the addition of a new toaster.
Looking ahead to larger changes,
workers are finishing the installation of a brick pizza oven and a
permanent hydration station in
the dining area.

Cafe Louis, which was closed
for renovation throughout the
first week back from Christmas
break, will undergo even greater
changes. The interior has been
gutted, and there are new plans
that are calling for a completely
new design and layout.
When renovations are completed, the redesigned Cafe Louis
will feature a hired cook and
completely new hot foods, in
addition to all of the originals
items that have been traditionally served. However, Sodexo
General Manager Matt Carroll
reassured concerned students
that the cafe is not being renamed "Corner Bistro." Instead,
the Corner Bistro will just be
a part of the cafe. "The name
'Cafe Louis' is going to be the
name of the place, and Corner
Bistro is just one little piece of
it, that is really the food piece,"
he explained.

The plans to overhaul Oliver
Hall and Cafe Louis originated
last year as a response to Sodexo's regular surveys. "We've
done surveys every semester,
and last fall of 2012, the survey
indicated that [students] wanted
more food, especially in Cafe
Louis," Carroll said. In particular, students requested that the
cafe serve a variety of hot food for
students looking for something
to eat around nighttime.
Sodexo initially planned to
complete the changes to both
Oliver Hall and Cafe Louis before
the beginning of this school year,
but the plans became stuck in
red tape. "Initially we wanted to
do both projects last summer, to
have it completed in the month
of June" explained Carroll. "But
what happened was we were
ready, and all the equipment was
sitting here, but the permitting
process got hung up." The per-

mits were finally granted at the
start of the school year, but with
the dining halls in full use, construction was not be realistically
feasible until the holiday break.
To add further to the problem,
the renovation of Cafe Louis has
uncovered other issues having
to deal with the plumbing, wiring, and other areas that have
inhibited the project's progress.
"It's kind of a day-to-day thing,"
admitted Carroll, "because we
always find more problems." He
said that the current goal was to
have work done by the middle of
the month.
Delays aside, Carroll said that
the student feedback so far has
been positive. "In Oliver Hall,
I've talked to a number of students who said that they liked the
way we've opened up the Legacy
Garden. They like the toaster
area. They are excited about the
new pizza oven," he said.

PostSecret campaign provides safe confessions space
Associated Students retaliate against infamous SMC Confessions Facebook page
BY EVELYN MINAISE
ASSISTANT CULTURE EDITOR

A confessions page is not
uncommon for schools; these
Facebook pages are typically
run by anonymous students who
encourage community members
to submit secrets, desires, and
wishes to the page to be shown
to the public. These pages, however, often stir up drama and call
out individuals either by name
or by description, disrupting the
safe and inclusive environment
Saint Mary's College strives to
achieve.
Last school year, a Saint
Mary's Confessions page was
created, but was succe$sfully
taken down soon after. It started
innocently enough, but eventusee SECRETS, page 2
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Brewery is
model of
exceptional
sustainability
Program
BY CJ COSAS
NEWS EDITOR

Usually, beer and environmental sustainability are the subjects
of two entirely different conversations, but the Sierra Nevada
Brewing Company managed to
unite the two by producing its
beverages through environmentally conscious means.
Cheri Chastain, the sustainability coordinator for the company, came to Saint Mary's College on Tuesday, Jan. 7 as the
first speaker of the college's 2014
January Term Speaker Series. In
her presentation titled "Brewing
a Successful Sustainability Program," Chastain discussed not
only the history and background
of the brewing company, but also
how it has worked to minimalize
its environmental impact and
still maintain efficient methods
of production.
As explained by Chastain, The
Sierra Nevada Brewing Company,
located in Chico, California, was
founded by Ken Grossman and
was officially established and
opened for business in the fall of
1980. Brewing beer was initially
started as just a hobby by Grossman and other colleagues, which
then developed into a small craft
brewery; from its humble beginnings, the company has since
risen to become one of the biggest
and well-known craft breweries to be currently operating in
the United States. More importantly, starting in the early 2000s,
see BREW , page 3
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THE INSIDE PAGE
Editorial
arlier in November, The Collegian received a newstip that
the on campus Post Office would
soon undergo major changes.
Such a story would be very im portant to the entire Saint Mary's
community and is worthy of investigation.
As is practice, we pitched the
story at our weekly storyboard
meeting, where a staff writer
chose to write the story. The writer talked to the source and various
campus resident directors, but
the writer never contacted the
Post Office directly to confirm
the newstip. Seeing as the writer
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neverincludedanycommentfrom
the Post Office in the story, the
editorial staff stood by it, believing
that the lack of comment meant
that the Post Office declined to
comment.
However, with any campus
chatter that perpetually flows
through the grapevine, we should
have been more discriminating.
That day, John Palmieri, the director of Central Services and official
liaison between Saint Mary's and
the USPS, contacted us, informing
us that our story was completely
inaccurate. In fact, in many ways,
the changes to the Post Office in

February will be an improvement
in service.
As the on campus newspaper,
we hold ourselves to a higher
standard. We make every effort
to produce a newspaper that can
inform and make our community
proud.
Unfortunately, our efforts fell
short in our last edition, and we
are embarrassed th:it such a story
was published. Not only did we do
harm to the Post Office in spreading misinformation, but we also
disappointed our readers in not
delivering to our standards of
quality and truthfulness.

The entire editorial staff greatly
apologizes to the Post Office, Central Services, and our reader base.
While a college newspaper
exists as a means of providing
education and experience to its
members, and that all newspapers
around the world make mistakes,
in the future, we vow to uphold our
utmost standards of credibility
and to continue being a constructive outlet in the Saint Mary's
community.
Read the corrected article
highlighting the improvements
to the Post Office at
stmaryscollegian.com.

Inside the Bubble
Because there's a whole world just around here ...

SHAWNY ANDERSON
Faculty Advisor

New Moraga Mayor Elected
to Office
On Dec. 11, Moraga Town
Council elected councilmember
Ken Chew Mayor and Roger
Wykle Vice Mayor, according to
town communications. Meanwhile, outgoing Mayor Dave
Trotter has taken a seat on Town
Council once again. The mayor
of Moraga serves a one-year
term, and while the position
does not offer much more power
over council member positions

CJCOSAS
News Editor

SECRETS: campaign allows students opportunity to anonymously confess freely and safely

SARA DESANTIS
CHARLIE GUESE
Editors-in-Chief
ISABELLA HAYDEN
Business Manager
ALEXA GAMBERO
Copy Editor

MATT RINGARD
Opinion Editor
TORI STRINGER
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Culture Editor
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Sports Editor
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Assistant Sports Editor
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Chief Photographer

continued from page 1
ally derailed into harmful and
vulgar "confessions." However,
a new one was created three
weeks ago-this one did not
even start innocently-and was
again taken down swiftly. After
the appearance of this second
infamous Face book page "SMC
Confessions," the Associated
Students of Saint Mary's College (ASSMC) quickly came up
with a healthy alternative to
the reportedly negative site: the
Saint Mary's PostSecret Project.
The project is, in a way, a compromise between the College's
need for integrity and the Saint
Mary's community's need for a

compared to other local governments, the position includes
additional responsibilities.

Cross blown over in crosswinds
When driving onto campus,
students, faculty, staff, and visitors all pull up to the perfectly
aligned Chapel Lawn, but the
wooden cross that sits above it
in the hillside is missing. According to College Communications and Facilities Services,

confessions outlet. Leslie Anne
Salvador, Associated Students
President, thought of the idea
and is proud it began in such
quick response to the Facebook
page-it was launched just a
few days after the new Confessions page was-accomplishing
ASSMC's goal to better respond
to students; especially considering the fact that Saint Mary's
does not have a student union.
Associated Students Vice
President Natalie Franzini sent
out emails to student clubs and
organizations to help spread
the word about the new project,
and now the whole school is
participating.
PostSecret is a community of

high winds that battered the
Bay Area in early December
blew over the decades-old white
wooden cross. Facilities Services is working to replace the
cross but were unable to do so
before Christmas, as originally
hoped.

Brother Cornelius Alumni
Art Exhibition
On Thursday, Jan 9., the
Brother Cornelius Art Center
held an art opening in Gallery

160 for its first alumni art exhibition. The Saint Mary's College
of California Juried Art and Art
History Alumni Exhibition is
open throughout the month of
January and features art from
several Saint Mary's alumni,
including Terry Blair, Tony Pett,
Laura Guese, Rhiannon Luna,
Andrew Denman, Jacqualyn
Lindo, and Kyra Mitchell. (Disclosure: Laura Guese is the sister to Collegian Editor-in-Chief
Charlie Guese).

people who anonymou sly mail
postcard art and expressions
to Frank Warren. Warren then
posts new secrets on his website
www.postsecret.com every Sunday, and some are even featured
in books or museums.
Saint Mary's appropriated
this idea of anonymous postings
and has been asking students to
submit their secrets via SurveyMonkey or hand-made through
a box in front of the Student
Involvement and Leadership
(SIL) offices. ASSMC then posts
secrets that are not "inappropriate, vulgar, targeting, or referencing specific people" on the
SIL fishbowl windows. Salvador
sees this as a "positive" way for

students to express themselves
and wants to continu e to have
the display up.
Vice President of Administration Hope Blain was enthusiastic about the "good response
from students" about the project and sees "SMC PostSecret"
actively creating good conversation. She said it shows
that "everybody on campus is
struggling," and that the display
allows people to "create connections."
Contribute to the PostSecret
display as long as it is available,
and share secrets using the
box in front of SIL or online at
https://www.surveymonkey.
com/s/VSFFSBF.

Synopsis: Unlawful fire in Claeys
North; referred to Community
Life

Violation
Synopsis: Possession of alcohol
and marijuana paraphernalia in
Augstine Hall; referred to Community Life

Crime Beat·
The Collegian is the official newspaper of Saint
Mary's College, published weekly, except during
examination periods and academic recesses.
The Collegian reserves the right to hold and edit
all submitted materials, solicited and unsolicited. TheCollegian'sEditoria!Boardiscomprised
of all oversight staff members. Other opinions
expressed are not necessarily endorsed by The
Collegian, its contributors and/ or advertisers.
Advertisers do not necessarily reflect the view
of The Collegian. The Collegian strives for accuracy and fairness in the reporting of news. If
a report is wrong or misleading, a request for a
correction or clarification may be made.

12/1/2013
06:04 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Burnt food set off
alarm in Ageno East; referred to
Community Life and Facilities
Services
12/2/2013
12:12 a.m.
Incident: Medical Assistance
Synopsis: Sick Student Transported to Kaiser Hospital from
Mitty Hall; referred to Community Life and Health & Wellness
12/3/2013
10:51 a.m.
Incident: Burglar Alarm
Synopsis: False alarm in the Art
Gallery; referred to Facilities
Services

"To act upon one's convictions
while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people
when it wasn't available before,
To offer those who want it,
a choice-"
-TED TURNER

12/3/2013
10:31 p.m.
Incident: Battery
Synopsis: Female student reported a battery from a known
male student in Ageno A; referred to Moraga Police and

Community Life
12/5/2013
02:41 p.m.
Incident: Medical Assist
Synopsis: Possible seizuretransported from Sichel Hall to
Kaiser; referred to Community
Life and Health and Wellness
Center
12/6/2013
12:21 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Noise Violation in
Syufy Hall; referred to Community Life

12/8/2013
04:23 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: False Alarm in Galileo Hall; referred to Facilities
Services
12/9/2013
07:00 a.m.
Incident: Informational Report
Synopsis: Annoying and repeated calls and text messages in St.
Albert's Hall Library; suspended

12/6/2013
03:11 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Stove top left on-set
off alarm in Guerrieri East; referred to Community Life and
Facilities Services

12/9/2013
08:25 a.m.
Incident: Medical Assist
Synopsis: Student with stomach
pains transported to John Muir
Hospital from Guerrieri East;
referred to Community Life and
Health and Wellness Center

12/ 6/2013
08:12 p.m.
Incident: Vandalism

12/10/2013
10:37 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook

12/11/2013
03:00 p.m.
Incident: Property Damage
Synopsis: Damage to resident
door in Claeys North; referred
to Community Life
12/12/ 2013
07:19 a.m.
Incident: Medical Assist
Synopsis: Student with pain in
his legs in More Hall; referred
to Community Life and Health
& Wellness Center
12/12/2013
10:45 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana and hookah in Thille Hall;
referred to Community Life
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Beyond the Bubble
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Portland Pimp Sues
Nike for "Dangerous" Shoes
A pimp is suing the Nike
shoes company for not providing a warning label that stated
that their shoes could be used
as a deadly weapon. 26-year-old
Sirgiogiro Clardy is attempting
to file the suit after being sentenced to 100 years in prison.
When a man refused to pay for
the services of one of the pimp's
prostitutes, Clardy proceeded
to beat the man and stomped
on his face repeatedly. Clardy
also beat the prostitute and
was thus charged for numerous
felonies and misdemeanors.
The jury that prosecuted Clardy
classified his shoes as a "deadly
weapon" to assure that he would
receive the longest sentence
possible. Clardy's suit against
Nike argues that the company
failed to properly put a product
warning that indicated the shoes
were "potentially dangerous."
f.} Bay Area Flu Claims
Youngest Victim so Far
23-year-old Matthew Walker
was young, healthy, and active
individual, but this year's flu
seems even more potent than
usual. Walker died on Wednesday, Jan. 8, after succumbing to
the HlNl version of the strain,
which is also known as Swine
Flu. Walker had apparently woken up feeling sick one day with
a sore throat and cough. His
symptoms quickly escalated,
however, and in just a few days
Walker ended up in the hospital
where he later died. Health officials strongly urge people to
get their flu vaccinations, as it
seems that the flu this year is
targeting people much younger
than the usual elderly (65+) age
group. People should be wary as
the number of flu related deaths
this year is on the rise.
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E) Newly Designed BART
Car Model in 2017
The Bay Area Rapid Transit,
one of the most vital forms of
public transportation in the Bay
Area, is seeking to add an entire
line up of newly designed trains
in 2017. Called the "Fleet of the
Future," the new BART cars are
expected to be added sometime
this year. However, the final design for the BART cars have not
been finalized yet, and BART is
still taking in customer input
and requests. So far, as many as
17,000 people help provide input
on the new fleet design. BART
intends to add enough BART
cars so the total number of cars
in their fleet is 1,000.

0

Walnut Creek to get new
food truck market
Contra Costa County is
about to join the food truck
craze and get its very first food
truck market. "The Bend" will
offer eight rotating food trucks
for lunch and dinner six days a
week, never offering two trucks
with the same kind of food at
one time.
This new market will be set

up right in Downtown on Main
Street at the site of former
French restaurant, Le Virage,
which burned down in 2012 and
was owned by the same people
who will now own and operate
"The Bend." This new venture
is sure to attract many with -its
convenience and variety and
will definitely bring some new
flavors to Downtown Walnut
Creek.

9 Baby panda makes public debut at National Zoo
Bao Bao, a four-and-a-halfmonth-old baby panda, made
her first public appearance on
Saturday at the National Zoo
in Washington, D.C. This debut
was an exclusive viewing only
for the zoo's members' club;
however, Bao Bao will make
her first appearance before the
general public next Saturday. A
female giant panda being born
captivity is a rare occurrence, as
they are one of the world's most
endangered species, so naturally
Bao Bao has drawn quite a bit of
attention. Her birth was broadcast live on the zoo's panda cam
last August and her name was

,

Socially Engaged Arts and Hip
Hop Poetics
7:00PM-8:00PM

.,,

chosen through as online vote.
One thing is for sure: Bao Bao
is basking in the spotlight as
people clamor to get a look at
the National Zoo's new treasure.

0 Chemical spill in West
Virginia causes residents to
suffer
Three hundred thousand
people have been without clean
tap water for three days due to
the chemical spill in West Virginia. Last Thursday, there were
complaints about a licorice-type
odor in the tap water; and it was
reported on Saturday that officials believe 7,500 gallons of
4-methylcyclohexane methanol
was leaked into the water supply. It could take days for the
tap water to run clean again, and
in the meantime West Virginia
residents suffer. Many people
have left Charleston until the
emergency subsides; others are
sticking around and looking out
for their neighbors.
Many restaurants have had
to close down as well, and all
people affected are just waiting patiently for a solution to
be found.

Tuesda~Januaryl4

Soda Center
Contact Paul Ebenkamp
x4771
No Look Pass
5:00PM-7:00PM
Thursday, January 16
Delphine Lounge
Contact Intercultural Center
x8545
MFA In Creative Writing Information Session
6:30PM-8:00PM
Thursday, January 16
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Candace Eros Diaz
x4672
Faculty Chamber Music
3:00PM-4:30PM
Sunday, January 19
Chapel
Contact Performing Arts Department
x4670
Juried Art and Art History
Exhibit
ll:OOAM-4:30PM
Tuesday, January 7 until Friday,
Janaury31
Brother Cornelius Art Building
Contact Lorinda Cunha
x4864

Planning an event?

BREW: sustainability is more than just recycling, according to brewery at event
continued from page 1
Grossman decided he wanted to
drive his business towards an environmentally conscious model
and began adopting and developing ways in which the company
could reduce its environmental
impact.
Chastain emphasized three
things when she defined sustainability: a healthy environment,
social equity, and economic stability. She explained how all three
things are extremely important
and are the things that they take
into consideration when deciding
what kind of actions they should
take to move toward greater sustainability
While the company has a constant goal and continues to improve its sustainability efforts,
there are a myriad of actions that
the company has done already to
help both the environment and
the local communities that surround the brewery. For example,
the brewery has installed over
10,000 individual solar panels

that create over 1.5 megawatts
of AC electricity and has also installed a number of 250-kilowat
co-generation hydrogen fuel cells
that all generate eco-friendly
energy and electricity for the
brewery's operations.
The brewing company also
manages and harvests its own

Sustainability is
something that can't
be done alone. But a
collective effort can
make a big impact.
Start by changing your
own environment and
try to be a role model.

80-acre hops field and 30-acre
barley field to help supplement
the vast number of organic hops
and barely that the brewery purchases and uses for making its

brews. The Sierra Nevada Company also collaborates heavily
with its surrounding companies
and communities in ways that
benefit everyone. One example
is that the company collaborates
with Chico State University's
College of Agriculture. The brewery owns it own small cattle farm
that raises cows for use in the
on-site restaurant and students
from the university take care of
and study the cattle for research.
While there are many other
specific examples of what the
company does to be sustainable,
Chastain emphasized that the
most important part was the collaborative and community effort
that goes into working toward
sustainability.
When asked directly about
what college communities like
Saint Mary's can do to be more
environmentally conscious and
friendly she said, "Don't get overwhelmed. Sustainability is something that can't be done alone.
But a collective effort can make
a big impact. Start by changing

your own environment and try to
be a role model." She noted that
getting students involved with
sustainability and things like the
sustainability committee on the
Saint Mary's Campus are great
ways really move the community
to more eco-friendly practices.
She stated that it is important
"to have ideas come from the
students so they have ownership
and can be engaged and be participating."
After the presentation, a brief
panel was held that included
three professors from Saint
Mary's: Collegiate Seminar Professor Jana Carp, Environmental
Science and Studies Professor
Alice Baldridge, and Economics
Professor Asbjorn Moseidjord.
The panel discussed a variety of
environmental issues regarding
the Sierra Nevada Company, as
well as other large companies
and ways in which corporate
companies can become more
sustainable. Finally, the event
ended with questions from the
audience.

Want it in The Collegian?
E-mail us with the details
of your event at:
smccollegian@gmail.com
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.

New positions are open
on the editorial staff.
Find more information at
stmarysco!legian.com/ join .

Look doser.
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O PINION
For 2014, you
should resolve
to see more art
BY TORI STRINGER
ASSISTANT OPINION EDITOR

'll admit it-I'm not at all artconscious. I suspect few teens
or young adults are. I've taken art
classes in the past and visited a
museum or two, but let's be honesttaking the time to learn about and
appreciate art is not my top priority.
Recently, though, there has been a
movement on Facebook to spread
art. It's simple: people post digital
images of their favorite art pieces
with a little blurb about it and the
artist and ask their friends to do
the same. The idea is to educate
others about art and encourage al-tconsciousness.
Oneartistthatmaybemorefamilrar to people around our agerange is
Banksy. Banksy is a pseudonymous
United Kingdom-based street artist,
whose graffiti-style art is known to
often send a strong political message. His pieces are fairly popular
among the younger generation for
being both powerful and risky. Two
ofBanksy's pieces in Park City, Utah,
host of the Sundance Film Festival,
were vandalized on New Year's Eve,
attracting a lot of attention. Robin
Marrouche, executive director for
the Kimball Art Center in Park City,
told the Deseret News, "Banksy's
voice and importance in our culture
today is significant, and the vandalism against his street art is just as
upsetting as vandalism you read
about against works by important
artists or earlier times."
People our age are being given an
opp01tunity. These two events are
sparks of hope that we may start a
trend towards a more art-conscious
generation. If the trend of people
posting art on their Facebook pages
continues, more and more people
will be exposed to art. Even if they
simply scroll past it without reading
the information about the piece,
they still saw it, even if briefly. The
Banksy vandalism, though, really
opens the window for us to care.
Since many young people are already Banksyfans, and with a group
of Saint Mary's students going to
Sundance Film Festival this year,
this art news reached young ears and
is especially prevalent.
It is not that hard to be more artconscious. We have an art museum
that often changes exhibits right
here on campus. There are many
museums around the Bay Area that
are easy to access and fun to make
a day trip out of. Whether it's just
laking the time to really see and
appreciate a piece of art or learning
about it by reading the little blurb
that is usually beside it, gaining the
knowledge isn't very hard and can
actually be pretty fun.
I sincerely hope, especially with
New Year's resolutions just passed,
that everyone will make a resolution
to see and appreciate a little bit more
art this year. Art can be incredibly
impactful and make powerful statements, bu tit is easily overlooked because it is not as exciting as the fastfaced world of movies, television
shows, and the internet. However,
it is worth bringing art consciousness back to our generation, if not to
simply gain more knowledge, then
to reclaim something that is usually
reserved for elementary school field
trips or old age.

I

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
When I started reading the
"Unpopular Opinion: Taco Bell
is overrated, unhealthy garbage", I thought I was going to
read facts about how unhealthy
it is and why people shouldn't
praise it as much, but I was surprised to find something else.
Yes, I understand this is the
Opinions part, where students
can write about whatever they
want, but I didn't expect to find
something that would offend me
so much. I don't like Taco Bell

either. I don't think it's even real
Mexican food, so people should
stop trying to compare it. I think
the company itself is pretty
messed up too by perpetuating
the stereotype of Chihuahuas
being associated with Mexican
people.
But that's all beside the point.
When I started reading the
sentence about mediocre tacos
I was totally for it, but the next
part is what got me "cooked
by third generation MexicanAmericans." Why? It was unnecessary. And then just casually

continuing to explain why it's
so bad? I'm writing this because
I want people to understand
that these things shouldn't be
allowed. I don't even know who
wrote the article, but I want
everyone to know that what
was written was a microagress ion (look it up if you don't
know what it means). It is not
okay to publish things like that.
I'm first generation MexicanAmerican and I've never worked
at a fast food restaurant, and
a vast majority of my friends
who have weren't lining up to

work at Taco Bell because they
were Mexican-American. That
part of the article was really offensive, not just to me but also
to a lot of other people who read
it, because the same could have
easily been written about them.
I don't think offensive content
like that should be allowed on
something that gets published
campus wide without being seriously reconsidered.
Magaly Garcia
CILSA Student Leader
Class of 2015

I Snapchat CEO makes a lackluster apology to users
Important
information
leaked after a
security breach
that could have
been prevented
BY PAOLA VERGARA
STAFF WRITER

ver the past couple of weeks,
Snapchat, the popular messaging app, has been under fire
for a security breach that threatened millions of its users. In August, Gibson Security, a hacking
research group, released a document pointing out loopholes
in the coding and application
programming interface (API)
of the app, warning Snapchat
that this was a serious weakness
that could be exploited by .real
hackers. These weaknesses in
the system would allow hackers to build a database linking
Snapchat users with their phone
numbers and even their social
media accounts, making it easy
to discover the phone numbers
and identities of users as well as
their locations, which could lead
to scamming and stalking. With
a couple lines of code, hackers
would also be able to view, alter,
or completely replace unread
Snapchats. According to the release, Gibson Security informed
the company of these failings
and even offered their services
to repair the coding in order to
improve security, but they were
met with silence.
Frustrated with the lack of
response an<l refusal to act, on
Christmas Day Gibson Security
published the code and a helpful
guide that would allow hackers
to connect usernames with their
phone numbers and to create
fake Snapchat accounts. In a blog
post, Snapchat acknowledged
the disclosure by Gibson Security saying they are "grateful
for the assistance of professionals who practice responsible
disclosure." They also said that
the Find Friends feature, which
connects users to their friends
by uploading the numbers in
their address book, was meant to
make the user experience easier.
They said, "We don't display the
phone numbers to other users
and we don't support the ability to look up phone numbers
based on someone's username ...
Over the past year we've imple-

0

SNAPCHAT

CEO Evan Spiegel has come under fire for the recent hacking of the messenger app (Courtesy of mashable.com)

mented various safeguards to
make it more difficult to do. We
recently added additional counter-measures and continue to
make improvements to combat
spam and abuse." According to
Gibson Security, no coding was
added or implemented until the
release of the code on Christmas
Day and, even then, the changes
were minimal.
A week later, on Jan. l, an
anonymous source posted in
Hacker News the usernames
and matching phone numbers
of about 4.6 million Snapchat
users. New technologies website ZDNet says, "The linking of
phone numbers to usernames
in accounts from major cities
within the United States and
Canada is a private information
disaster that could have been
avoided ifthe company had acted
when repeatedly warned. Gibson
Security told ZDNet that fixing
the threat would have only cost
Snapchat ten lines of code."
The next day, in a blog post,
Snapchat made an apology that
wasn't so much of an apology as it
was a reassurance to all that they
would go on exactly as before,
with the major change being an
updated version of the app that
would allow users to opt out of
appearing in the Find Friends
feature. There were no proqi.ises
of fixing problems or recognition
of the harm done to users.
How many ofus obligingly give
up our personal information to
these companies, assured by
promises in the About Us page,
that all is safe and secure? We
support these companies and
entrust our phone numbers,
our emails, our personal links
and lives to them, expecting
security in return. Instead we

are met with a blog post that attempts to justify the negligence
and irresponsibility that led to
4.6 million records comprised
of our personal information being stolen and published online.
These companies cannot even be

bothered to protect us by adding
a few simple lines of coding. How
can we sit around, Instagramming another lunch, letting yet
another company take advantage
of our compliance without demantling accountability?

Thi i your

mpus newspa r. Give your own voice
a broader impact and consider writing for us at our
storyboard me ting every Monday at 6pm in Dante
120, or consider applying for exciting new positions
in the editorial staff at stmaryscollegian.com/join .
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OPINION
The Selfie Olympics: desperate contest for attention
Crazy pictures
depict narcissistic
culture and
desperate need
for attention to
boost self-esteem

BY MATT RINGARD
OPINION EDITOR

et me begin with a disclaimer:
L
I'm well aware that there are
matters far more pressing in the

BY TORI STRINGER
ASSISTANT OPINION EDITOR

f you walk around just about
anywhere these days, chances
are you will see many teens with
their phones extended in their
outstretched arms and making
faces at their screens as they snap
selfies.
Selfies have become a staple
in our culture. Now that they
have become the norm, it is no
surprise that it should eventually
get taken a step further: introducing the latest internet craze, the
Selfie Olympics. Inspired by the
upcoming Winter Olympics in
Sochi, Russia, people everywhere
are taking ridiculous, and in some
cases dangerous, looking photos
of themselves for all to see.
For example, one photo shows a
young woman brushing her teeth
per normal routine. However, she
is in the splits against the door
behind herwith her extended foot
pressing the camera button on her
phone, which is perched atop the
door. And they get much weirder
than this. One depicts a man in a
horse's head mask and stuck in a
cage. Still ano'ther shows a young
man on a bicycle hanging upside
down; and another, a woman who
has created a whole beach in her
bathroom-big umbrella, Hawaiian shirt and all. These are only
few of many extreme selfies being
uploaded to Twitter, Facebook,
and Instagram. Most include
crazy stunts or elaborate set-ups
or costumes.
There are no official rules to

I

news.softpedia.com

these Selfie Olympics and no clear
way to win; however, it is being
called the first internet craze of
2014. It has even attracted celebrity attention, most notably from
rapper Big Sean. The rise of this
trend brings up a bigger question
than how crazy can we make our
selfies look, though. It is a perfect
representation oI the narcissistic
track our society is on.
The ever-growing prevalence
of technology in our lives continues to draw us inward. We spend
the day looking at our various
screens-televisions, phones,
computers-and we spend less
and less time communicating
with those around us. This is causing us to ·be more solitary, lonely
creatures. Thus, since we can't
seek the solace of others' approval
in our real lives, we look for it in

our cyber lives instead.
We feed on others' approval to
make us think we are better than
we are. Got low self-esteem? Post
a selfie and wait for people to like
it and you'll feel much better. Get
a comment on it about how great
you look and your confidence will
go through the roof. We thrive on
these small, gratifying moments
to make our lives better. But that
instant of confidence doesn't last,
and we return to the vicious cycle
of self-shaming.
While the Selfie Olympics may
seem like a harmless creative
outlet for people, it is really exemplary of all of the participant's
cries for attention and fifteen
seconds of fame. There is nothing inherently wrong with taking
selfies, but when they're used to
grab at any attention and self-

esteem that can be gathered,
they become dangerous. The high
people feel from getting positive
feedback on their selfies can lead
to a selfie addiction until posting
selfies becomes the onlywaythey
can feel good about themselves.
We shouldn't need to go to these
lengths to feel good about ourselves, and the problem stems
from our solitary nature.
Ifwe could only draw the same
high from being around others
and have that be enough, we
may not have to resort to these
gratuitous and time-consuming
displays of our attention deprivation. As technology draws us
further and further inward, we
must fight to stay connected to
the outside world and not rely on
the internet to feel affirmed in
our worth.

100 Word Rants
When it comes to clubs, count me out

Alex Rodriguez is greedy, pathetic

BY TORI STRINGER

BY DANIEL CONMY

ASSISTANT OPINION EDITOR

SPORTS EDITOR

C

lub s are not places for the socially anxious. Firstly, it's incredibly claustrophobic. As the night goes on, it only gets hotter
and stuffier and sweaty people are constantly bumping into you.
Drinks are incredibly expensive; although, if you wait long e.n ough,
you're sure to get tons of drinks spilled on you anyway. Possibly the
most annoying thing is how unbearably loud it is. Forget trying to
have a conversation with anyone; or if you do, expect to miss half
of what the other person says. Although, if you're a wallflower like
me, that probably won't be a problem because you'll be too scared
to talk to anyone anyway.

lex Rodriguez is the worst sports star to walk this planet. He
undoubtedly cheated in the fine game of baseball and he should
never see the baseball field again. Taking steroids is already wrong
to begin with, but he continues to fight with his legal team for
"justice." Why is Alex Rodriguez really fighting? He wants money.
He wants his $25 million from his contract and all the incentives
of reaching milestones. He should get a lifetime ban from baseball,
just like Pete Rose becaus'e what Alex Rodriguez is doing is shaming
the game more than Rose ever could. Rodriguez should be jailed
for his wrongdoings.

Our weather is a double-edged sword

We need to stop over-roasting coffee

BY MATT RINGARD

BY CHARLIE GUESE

OPINION EDITOR

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

h ere's no question that California weather is glorious. I certainly love it. But as we have been soaking up the sun, our
friends in other parts of the country have been suffering the ferocious polar vortex. Some have even frozen to death. Meanwhile,
we Californians have been happy to remind tl).e-se poor people of
our climate with boastful Instagram photos and tweets. Not only
is this obnoxious-there's a line between expressing appreciation
and showing off-it's also ignorant of the dark side to our sunny
days: the alarming dearth of rain. As nice as it is to sit outside in
January, what we really need is water. So think about that before
posting that picture of the beach.

n 1942, during the ascent of World War II, the U.S. government
IAmericans
rationed coffee to one pound per person per week. In 2014, most
are drinking poor quality coffee as if it's still a rationed

T

Why I write
thank you
notes

A

product. In order to make mass production more consistent, most
large roasters and coffee imports over-roast their beans to the point
where they are no longer recognizable, let alone do they still have
the taste of what they should taste like. A self-proclaimed "barista"
would be better off grinding up bags of charcoal over hot water, and
no customer would be able to tell the difference between that and
the dreaded French roast. Your money is better spent at a local coffee roaster than at a mega burnt chain.

world. From the global perspective, the issue of sending a thank
you note is trivial when compared
to raging wars and the many other
problems that persist. But when
it comes to individual lives and
relationships, things like thank
you notes-and the larger notion
of expressing gratitude-can have
a wonderful impact.
I write thank you notes. Quite a
few. It started out as something my
mother made me do when I was a
kid, and only in the last year have I
taken up the habit independently.
It's an easy thing to do: Go to Target and buy a pack of ten A6-sized
notecards with matching envelopes (Paper Source and Papyrus
have great cards, but they're more
expensive). Write a short note to
someone who's done something
kind for you recently, like taken
you to dinner or given you a gift.
Tell him or her how grateful you
are, what you most liked, and what
you'll remember. Slip it in the envelope, write the address, stick on
a stamp, and send. It's a nice thing
to do, and agreat habit to cultivate.
There are a lot of reasons why.
For one thing, it's simply good
manners. My parents (dad especially) were proponents of the
"magic words": please and thank
you. So while saying thank you is
a ·nice and polite thing, writing a
thank you takes it to another level;
it requires more time and effort. It
says to the person that his or her
generosity really meant something
to you, and hopefully it did.
It's also often an unexpected occurrence, especially from college
students and twenty-somethings.
It makes a good impression. For
someone who receives a thank you
note (and let's be honest, everyone
loves getting snail mail), it's often impressive, delightful, and it
.makes him or her feel good about
their own generosity, because you
clearly appreciated it enough to
write a note by hand and send it.
If you want a more business-like
approach, writing these kinds of
notes also makes a great impression on those who might employ
you. In other words-and it pains
me to say this because it's not the
point-itcanbeagreatnetworking
strategy.
The most critical reason to write
thank you notes, however, goes
back to my mother. My mom didn't
want me to write them just for the
sake of good manners or good impressions. Rather, she wanted me
to get into the habit of recognizing
my gratitude, taking note of it (so
to speak), and expressing it. And
that's the theme here: gratitude.
It's about being grateful for your
life, for your home, for your luck,
for your family, for anything. In
the case of thank you notes, it's
about gratitude for the people in
your life and the kind things they
do for you. It is a simple, polite, and
meaningful habit.
So think about what whom
you're grateful for. Then go buy
some thank you notes and start
writing.
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French Restaurants in the Bay Area App profile: Quiz Up
French cuisine that is easily accessible to Saint Mary's students New trivia app popular among iPhone users
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BY EVELYN MINAISE
ASSISTANT CULTURE EDITOR

Courtesy of quirkysanfrancisco.com

BY CHARLIE GUESE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Saint Mary's own Study Abroad
office can only offer so much
when it comes to giving students
the chance to experience French
cuisine. While the calissons of
Provence or the rich Bordeaux
cannot always be duplicated in
the U.S., the Bay Area offers an array of great venues to experience
French cuisine for those who are
less committed.
La Boulange (3597 Mt Diablo
Blvd, Lafayette): The French
would cry if they were to see what
passes as a boulangerie here. For
whatever reason, anywhere outside France, the baguettes just
aren't as crispy, and the croissants just aren't as buttery. However, for those looking for a solid
croque monsieur, La Boulange
is a decent choice that is a close
enough lunch spot to campus
to squeeze in between classes.
Many La Boulange fans and local writers scorned Starbucks'

purchase of the chain, but as of
yet, the concept of La Boulange
still stays somewhat true to its
French roots.
La Note (2377 Shattuck,
Berkeley): Easily accessible
from the Cal campus, La Note on
Shattuck goes a step beyond most
French restaurants in the U.S. and
recognizes the vast regional variations in French cuisine. La Note
capitalizes on Provern;:al specialties, including a Bouilabaisse
Marseillaise, a rich French stew of
savory fishes that is the main dish
of Marseille. Though in the spirit
of college life, La Note is perhaps
most popular for Sunday brunch
due to its special offering of bottomless mimosas. With judgment
suspended for the latter, La Note
is an excellent choice for elevated
French cuisine for either dinner
or brunch.
Belden Place French Quarter
(Between Pine and Bush, parallel to Kearny, San Francisco):
It is difficult to pin down any
bistro for being any more special

than the others in the arrondisements of Paris, with all of them
offering the same classic experience that they almost blend into
one another. Belden Place, a small
one-block-long alleyway just a
few blocks north of Montgomery
BART, pinpoints the quintessential French dining experience
of enjoying a fine dinner in the
open air with buildings crouched
around on either side. There is no
restaurant in particular to recommend, as the process of walking
through each one before deciding
which one looks best is an event in
itself. From the moderate prices
to fine dining, there's something
for every Francophile's tongue.
Bay Area Francophile List:
French-themed events showcasing cinema, art, and other
activities pop up all the time, and
Sonoma State University French
Professor Suzanne Toczyski summarizes every single one of them
in a weekly list. More events can
be found at
stmaryscollegian.com.

A new smartphone application surfaces just as quickly as
one seems to die off. With new
apps created and publicized on
a regular basis, fads come and
go quickly. But one that has appeared within the past month and
kept up popularity since then is
Quiz Up.
QuizUp is a free app exclusively
for Apple products, but an Android version will arrive soon. The
concept of the game is simple, and
that perhaps is the reason for its
success: it is a trivia game where
you can challenge any friend with
the app to a fact quiz. Choose from
any of the 250+ topics-topics are
added and edited on the daily-and
participate in a seven question
quiz. Freshman Shubhi Badjatiya
says the ever-changing topics
make it "nearly impossible to get
bored" while playing the game.
Play your friends live, or each of
you can complete the quiz on your
own time. The more quizzes you
complete, the more levels you
advance. Connect your account
to Facebook or Twitter, and you
can play any of your friends easily.
There are some other qualities that set it apart from other
trivia games. You can message
your friends and participate in a

discussion based on the category.
If you have any changes or input
to give QuizUp, the app clearly
gives you the option of doing so.
In these ways, it's a bit like a social
networking site, making it more
appealing and different from
most gaming apps. Sophomore
Mike Leland remarks, "It's different from other apps because
it's a social game where you can
play with friends even if you're
not with them and also choose a
topic you both have in common!"
Freshman Gloria Palma says this
feature "makes [QuizUp] different from any other trivia apps
[she's] played."
QuizUp allows its players to
excel in their areas of choice yet
be open to other topics. Senior
Bobby Stevens says this makes
the game fun because "you can
pick whatever category you want
and cballenge your friends to see
who's smarter in whatever subject." As you level up in your topics of choice, you can pick a new title for yourself. At the same time,
your friends can challenge you
on topics previously unknown to
you, but the game retains its aura
of friendly competition.
Competitive yet educational,
QuizUp is a fun way to connect
with friends, and it is not surprising that its popularity has surged
since its arrival in the app world.

Beyonce's new surprise "visual" albulll takes over the charts
BY ALEXA GAMBERO
COPY EDITOR

Queen Bey, Sasha Fierce, Yonce: no matter how you address
Beyonce, her newest work of art-a
visual album including 14 songs
and 17 visionary music videoswill certainly take you into her
world in the most honest way possible. This album is all Beyonce,
and it is amazing.
Thematically, the album explores the everyday struggles
women face concerning body
image, motherhood, jealousy,
and loss all while empowering
listeners to be their best selves.
Her openness allows Beyonce
to become every woman, sharing their sorrows, recognizing
their societal stigmas, and ultimately showing them that they
are everything they need to be.
Every song is a perfect mixture
of vulnerability and confidence,
creativity at its finest. With a list
of contributors including Pharell,
Justin Timberlake, and Sia, it is no
secret that Bey has an outstanding
group of professional friends. The
only thing secret about this album
was its release date; on December

13, 2013 Beyonce basically broke

the internet when her album
appeared on iTunes without
warning.
The songs themselves, apart
from the videos, are nothing like
Beyonce has ever recorded before.
In every song, there is something
new to discover. The first track,
"Pretty Hurts," explores the pain
in conforming to society's unrealistic standards of beauty. The
music video is even more reveal-

Every song is a perfect
mixture of vulnerability
and confidence,
creativity at its finest.
ing as Beyonce competes in a
beauty pageant and falls victim to
the struggle to be perfect.
Moving through the track list
are more amazing, expository
songs and music videos. With the
provocative track, "Partition," the
audience is exposed to Beyonce's
sexy side, which seems to have become even sexier post-childbirth.
An extra video entitled "Yonce"
was created for the first half of

the track, and it has been called
the sexiest video of the year for
understandable reasons. For the
second half of the song, Beyonce
transforms into a provocative
glamazon as she sings to a catchy
beat about getting down in the
back of a towncar.
The most emotional songs
should come with a box of tissues,
because when I first listened to
"Heaven," a song supposedlywritten to commemorate the loss of
one of her backup dancers, I had
to take a Beyonce break. Instead
of mourning, Beyonce explores
the happy side of death-one I
hadn't realized-in a way that
breaks listeners' hearts all while
reminding them of their true
spiritual home. To follow, Beyonce wrote a beautiful song for her
two-year-old daughter Blue IVy.
Through her lyrics, she expresses
the indescribable joy motherhood has brought her and shares
her fears of failing her daughter.
Through the accompanying video,
Beyonce puts the spotlight on the
importance of mothers in general
and the ever-fulfilling miracle of
childbirth. Her soul is in these
songs, and behind all the glamour

Courtesy of Billboard

is an amazing woman who can be
seen in all of us.
Beyond~'s first U.S. singles are
already being heard on the radio
and tearing up the charts. Since
Beyonce already has a beautiful
marriage, millions of dollars,
and 17 Grammys, I can't help but
think that her newest songs and
videos were made for her female
fans. She takes the soul of the
songs to another level that no

female singer today could ever
pull off. The surprise release of
this album was a huge risk, and
as a woman, the success of her
masterpiece is empowering. It's
time for equality, and if anyone
can make it happen, it's Queen
Bey. This extraordinary record
exceeded all of my expectations;
thank you: Beyonce.
GRADE: A+.
DOWNLOAD: "Partition"
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SPORTS
Florida St. National Champi?ns I Women's basketball wins two wee matchups
Winston Leads Seminoles past Tigers Jackie Nared and Danielle Mauldin lead charge for Lady Gaels

United Press Interna ti ona l

BY J1N Su SEo
STAFF WRITER

Who would have thought in the
beginning of the season Florida
State would end up winning the
BCS championship, especially
against an SEC team? Well Jimbo
Fisher and his team surely did.
The number one ranked team,
the Florida State Seminoles, took
on the high power rushing offense of the Auburn Tigers. Many
experts expected the Seminoles
to run right through the Tigers;
however, Auburn showed why
they were the team of destiny.
Whether it was jitters or the
Tigers defense, Jameis Winston
appeared not to be himself by not
completing one touchdown pass.
Before entering the BCS championship game, Jameis Winston
completed 26 first half passing
touchdowns and 67 percent of
his completions in the first half.
By halftime, the Auburn Tigers
were up 21-10.
However, Florida State's luck
improved after halftime. Momentum changed when Levonte
Whitfield had a 100 yard kickoff
return to change the score to 27
to 24 in favor of the Seminoles.
This would mark the first time
Florida State led in the game.
Like all games, Tre Mason would
come right back and score putting the Tigers ahead. However,
Jameis Winston would throw a
2-yard pass to Kelvin Benjamin

in the last 13 seconds of the game
to put the Seminoles ahead of
the Tigers 34-31. In a desperate
attempt, the Tiger s would try
multiple laterals on their final
play, but would result in a few
y ards gained. Unfortunately,
Tre Mason's 195 rushing yards
which ranks 2nd all-time in BCS
championship games would not
allow the Tigers to prevail. Both
quarterbacks played an average
game with Nick Marshall throwing for 217 yards with two touchdowns and one interception
while Jameis Winston threw for
237 yards with two touchdowns.
For both teams, the future
appears to be somewhat bright
for the next season. Though the
Seminoles will lose Kelvin Benjamin to the 2014 NFL draft, the
team should expect Jameis Winston to be a standout veteran and
to have another Reisman caliber
season. It will be interesting to
see how Jameis Winston deals
with all the expectation coming
up for next season. For the Auburn Tigers, it almost seems they
expect people to doubt them.
Coming into this season, the
Tigers were not ranked, nor did
they have any votes. Nonetheless,
losing Tre Mason to the draft will
hurt them quite a bit, so it is hard
to see what the future holds. Nick
Marshall should be coming back
and the Tigers should expect him
to lead the team to another shot
for the BCS title.

Athlete of the Week
Stephen Holt
Men's Basketball
Holt scored 21 points
and had five assists,
which led the Gaels
past the University of
San Francisco Dons on
Saturday afternoon.

SPORTS THIS
WEEK

Men's Tennis
Fri. vs. Cal Poly 3:00 p.m.
Sun. vs. Fresno State 12:00 p.m.
Women's Tennis
Fri.-Sun. Cal Winter Invitational

JACKIE NARED

scored a game high 24 points against University of San Francisco (courtesy of SMC Gaels).

BY DANIEL CONMY
SPORTS EDITOR

On Thursday night, the Lady
Gaels got back to their winning
ways by beating Santa Clara by
ten points. The Gaels lost two
early wee matchups against
University of San Diego and BYU,
but prevailed against the Broncos
to give them a 3-2 record in West
Coast Conference play. Danielle
Mauldin was the star for the
Gaels, as she scored 24 points
and grabbed 17 rebounds. Jackie

Nared was able to add 19 points
and the team went 33-of-36 from
the free throw line. At halftime,
the game was tied up 37-37. Santa
Clara looked to be pulling away
with 12:30 left and winning by
three, 54-51. Then, Saint Mary's
was able to go on a 10-2 run in the
next 2:50 and they never looked
back. This was a key win in early
West Coast Conference play.
Jackie Nared and Danielle
Mauldin continued their dominance against the San Francisco
Dons on Saturday afternoon. Na-

red scored a game high 24 points
and Mauldin added a doubledouble with 17 points and ten rebounds. The Gaels were up by 12 at
halftime and did not let up as they
finished the game winning 86-67.
With this victory, the Saint
Mary's record is now 14-3 (4-2
WCC) and San Francisco drops to
7-9 (3-2 WCC). The Gaels will face
two more wee opponents next
week as they battle against Pepperdine and Loyola Maramount.
Both games will be on campus at
McKeon Pavilion.

Men's basketball drops four over the break
Gaels fall on Hawaiian hard times, start
BY CAITLIN McCLAIN
STAFF WRITER

The timing of Bennett's five
game suspension, which was
mandated to start at the beginning of conference play, became
even worse when the Gaels suffered three consecutive losses
at the Diamond Head Classic in
Hawaii and their first WCC loss
to Gonzaga during Christmas
vacation.
The Saint Mary's basketball
team lost 78-71 to South Carolina
in the quarterfinals of the Hawaiian Airlines Diamond Head Classic. Unfortunately, a strong second half from its leading scorer
wasn't enough to keep the Gaels
from falling. Brad Waldow scored
16 points in the second half to
lead Saint Mary's with 20. Beau
Levesque added 15 points and
eight rebounds, Stephen Holt
chipped in with 14 points and six
assists and James Walker III had
13 points to round out the Gaels
in double figures.
The next day the Gaels lost
to Hawaii's Rainbow Warriors,
76-74 at the Stan Sheriff Center.
The loss dropped the Gaels to
9-2 on the season and put the
Gaels into the seventh-place at
the Diamond Head Classic on
Christmas Day. Waldow led the
Gaels in double-figures with 17
Women's Baskebtall
Thurs. vs. Pepperdine 6:00 p.m.
Sat. vs. Loyola Maramount 1:00
p.m.

wee with a loss

points and a game-high nine rebounds. He went 8-for-10 from
the field and blocked three shots.
James Walker III scored 16 points
to go with seven rebounds and two
steals, while Beau Levesque added
14 points, despite playing most of
the second half in foul trouble.
Kerry Carter scored 12 points.
Wrapping up the Diamond
Head Classic, the Gaels lost their
final game to George Mason. The
Gaels took the lead for most of
their Christmas morning game
against the Patriots, however all
holiday cheer seemed to be lost
when they fell 65-63.
Stephen Holt and James Walker III each scored 14 points to lead
Saint Mary's (9-3). Brad Waldow
finished with ten points and Matt
Hodgson chipped in with seven
points and seven rebounds.
After the Gaels three-game losing streak in Hawai'i, head coach
Randy Bennett had to begin his
five-game suspension, meaning
that assistant Eran Ganot would
be acting as head coach at the start
of West Coast Conference play.
However the Gaels confidence
improved at the start of conference play when Saint Mary's
beat Pacific in Ganot's first game
as acting coach. Saint Mary's left
Stockton with an 88-80 victory,
and more importantly improved
to 1-0 in conference play with

Monday's win. The Gaels weathered a late charge by the Tigers,
and five players finished in double
figures to provide the balance that
often exists when Saint Mary's is
at its best.
After the victory at Pacific, the
Gaels went to Spokane to play
their biggest rivals, the Gonzaga
Bulldogs. However Gonzaga put
the Saint Mary's men's basketball
team in a hole it couldn't climb
out of during the first half of the
game, which ultimately resulted
in a 73-51 decision.
The Saint Mary's Gaels then
sat at 10-4 overall and 1-1 in West
Coast Conference. Beau Levesque
led Saint Mary's with 12 points.
Stephen Holt was next with nine
points.
However, on the last day of
break the Gaels re-established a
bit of momentum and bounced
back after a rough game in Spokane. The Gaels beat the University of Portland's squad in a 72-63
win at Chiles Center. Portland
native Stephen Holt enjoyed his
final homecoming game as a Gael,
leading all scorers with 19 points.
Fellow senior Beau Levesque also
had a productive final trip scoring
16 points and grabbing seven rebounds. Brad Waldow also scored
13 and led Saint Mary's (11-4, 2-1
West Coast Conference) with
eight rebounds.

Men's Basketball
Sat. vs. Pacific 5:00 p.m.

#GOGAELS
Follow us
facebook.com/smccollegian
@SMC_Collegian
stmaryscollegian.com
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Go GAELS!

SPORTS
Men's basketball splits two wee games

Six voted into Baseball Hall of Fame

Bennett returns with win against the Dons

Maddux, Glavine, and Thomas join baseball lore

GREG

MADDUX pitching in his heyday for the Chicago Cubs in 2004 (AP Photo/Morry Gash).

BY DANIEL CONMY
SPORTS EDITOR

STEPHEN HOLT

scored 21 points and had five assists for the Gaels against San Francisco (Courtesy of SMC Gaels).

BY DANIEL CONMY
SPORTS EDITOR

Early last week, the Gaels
played in a non-conference
matchup against William Jessup.
Kerry Carter scored all 19 of
his points in the first half for the
Gaels as they blew out William
Jessup by 38 points.
Treaven Duffy added 13 points
and Stephen Holt took the night
off for rest. Holt was averaging
37.l minutes per game, which is
12th in all of the country. After the
Gaels won, they looked forward
to hosting WCC foe, Santa Clara.
The Gaels came into this game
having won the past nine games
against the Santa Clara Broncos.
Thursday night, however, was a
different story. The Broncos were
able to come roaring back and
win 57-55 at McKeon Pavilion.
It was a close game until the end
as Stephen Holt hit the go-ahead
3-pointer with 23 seconds left.
Jared Brownridge then came
roaring down the court with the

Broncos and drained the goahead three for the Broncos with
less than five seconds left in the
game. Brownridge and Brandon
Clark led Santa Clara with 43
combined points. This loss left
the Gaels stunned, but quickly
rebounded on Saturday with

with five assists and Walker III
added 17 points and three assists.
Both Holt and Walker III also had
fantastic nights on the defensive
side of the ball, disrupting the flow
of the Dons offense. Five Saint
Mary's players were in double digits for scoring as they won 88-73

••
••

Saint Mary's

Saint Mary's

Santa Clara

San Francisco

an impressive win against San
Francisco.
Randy Bennett returned to
the sidelines on Saturday. He
received a standing ovation from
the sold out crowd as he entered
McKeon.It was a fantastic shooting night for the Gaels, as they
shot over 50 percent from beyond
the arc.
Stephen Holt and James Walker III led the way for the Gaels.
Holt scored a game high 21 points

against the Dons of San Francisco.
Beau Levesque, Kerry Carter, and
Stephen Holt all drained three
3-pointers. This was a statement
win for the Gaels as they were able
to bounce back after a devastating
loss against Santa Clara. Saint
Mary's now holds a 13-5 record
(3-2 WCC) and San Francisco
dropped to 11-7 (4-2 WCC). Saint
Mary's next match up against University of Pacific will take place
on Saturday at McKeon P;ivilion.

After no athlete was elected into
the Hall of Fame last year, many
candidates were hopeful to find
their place in Cooperstown, New
York. Only three made ft to the
Hall this year, and one hopeful
narrowly missed the sport's top
honor.
Greg Maddux, Tom Glavine,
and Frank Thomas were the players that made it into this elusive
group. Joining them from the
managerial side is Tony LaRussa,
Bobby Cox, and Joe Torre.
Greg Maddux started his career
as a 20-year-old on the Chicago
Cubs and ended in his career at
the age of 42 with the Dodgers.
Maddux was primarily known for
being an ace on a fantastic Braves
team in the 90's. Maddux posted
a career 3.16 ERA and finished his
career with 355 wins. Along with
those incredible numbers, he won
the Cy Young four years in a row,
was an All-Star for eight years,
and won 18 Gold Gloves, which is
the most by any position. Maddux
received 97.2 percent of the votes.
Tom Glavine received 91.9 percent of the votes, which was the
second highest, behind Maddux.
Glavine played most of his career
with the Atlanta Braves and then
ended with the New York Mets.
In those years, he compiled 305
wins, 10 All-Star selections, and 2
Cy Young awards.
Frank Thomas is the lone hitter out of the group to get voted
in. Thomas was the most valuable
player in two consecutive seasons
and was a part of the historic
500 home run club, as he hit 521
homeruns. Thomas was also great
off the field when he vocalized is
opinion about steroids. Thomas
played through the steroid era and
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was never linked to performance
enhancing drugs.
Tony La Russa managed 33 seasons in the Major Leagues. In that
span, La Russa managed the Chicago White Sox, Oakland Athletics,
and St. Louis Cardinals. He won
two American League pennants
and one World Series with the
Oakland Athletics. La Russa finished his career on top, as he won
three National League pennants
with the Cardinals and two World
Series. In those 33 seasons, La
Russa won 2,278 games and won
four Manager of the Year awards.
Although Joe Torre has decent
numbers as a player, Torre was
elected into the Hall of Fame as a
manager. Torre spent 12 years as
the New York Yankees manager.
In those 12 years, Torre won six
American League pennants and
four World Series titles. Torre
won Manager of the Year twice in
his career.
Many remember Bobby Cox for
his antics and his tirades on the
field, butthat alone did not secure
his spot in the Hall of Fame. Cox
was the long time manager of the
Atlanta Braves. In his 25 years
managing in Atlanta, Cox won
five National League pennants
and one World Series title. Bobby
Cox led his team to a winning
record in 21 seasons out of the he
28managed.
Also, Craig Biggio just missed
being inducted by two votes. Biggio needed 75 percentto be elected
into the Hall of Fame, but received
74.8 percent of the votes. Rafael
Palmeiro did not receive the five
percent minimum to stay on the
ballot moving into next year. Palmeiro is a part of the 500 home run
club and the 3000 hit club, but is
mostly remembered for lying in
front of a grand jury about his use
of steroids.
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